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The efficacy of bed bug monitors is based on their design and
how the bed bugs get to the glue surface. The most successful
monitors are designed as pit-fall traps: the bed bug falls onto
the glue after climbing an angled surface. These are effective
because the bug is walking on a nearly flat surface (30° angle)
and forward motion sends it over the (unexpected) edge.
Monitors that fold together into a square-shape have horizontal
sides and capture few bed bugs.
“bed bugs are
known to drop
from horizontal
surfaces
(including
ceilings) because
they lack the
tarsal pads that
allow roaches and
flies to walk
upside down”
Bill Robinson

Square Traps: These traps (Fig. 1) have
straight sides and a glue-surface that is flush
with the substrate. Their capture rate for bed
bugs is typically low. Bed bugs crawl slowly
and they can detect and avoid the flat sticky
surface. They lack pads on the underside of
their feet, and can easily pull a leg away
from the surface. Entry on the sides of the
trap is limited, and the corners are attractive
as a harborage site (Fig. 2).
Lo-Line Monitor: This trap (Fig. 3) has
angled sides and end ramps that completely
surround the glue surface. The bed bug has
no contact with the glue until it falls onto it.
And the contact is usually legs and body so
there is no means of pulling away. Bed bugs
can enter from either the side vents or the
end ramps, climbing either will result in
dropping to the glue. This is a true ‘pit-fall’
trap: the bed bug walks over the edge and
falls to the glue. There is no hesitation
because the edge of the ramp or the side is
not apparent.
Side Drop Zone – Bed bugs
concentrated along the perimeter of the glue
surface probably entered from the side
vents. If this was adjacent to a baseboard, it
may indicate a harborage.
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End Drop Zone – Bed bugs here
probably crawled up the end ramp and fell
onto the glue. The end opening and ramps
are slight smaller than the side vents.
Bed bugs found in the middle of glue surface
probably fell from the inside top of the trap.
This may have occurred when the trap was
being opened; however, bed bugs are
known to drop from horizontal surfaces
(including ceilings) because they lack the
tarsal pads that allow roaches and flies to
walk upside down.
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The B&G Lo-Line
just got better:
now use for bed bugs
Put your n
ame
on them!
Call
800-544-8
811 x131
for detail
s
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B&G Lo-Line insect traps have
always been great for catching
cockroaches and other crawling pests.
Now you can use them with confidence
for bed bug monitoring.
BedBug Central recently reported, “The
performance of the Lo-Line Monitor has
become note worthy in bed bug treatment
when compared to other general pest
interception devices. During field testing of
the Lo-Line this interception device has
shown to have the greatest recorded
efficacy in capturing bed bugs than
other similarly purposed glue boards.”
Lo-Lines cost just .86 cents each when you
purchase them in a pack of 200 or a little over
a dollar each when you order 10 packs.
Please call your distributor to place orders.

?
Large trap with low profile fits under

tables, beds, and in confined spaces
?
Highly effective glue for positive catch

rates
?
Very effective for most pests such as

bed bugs, cockroaches, spiders,
centipedes, and earwigs
?
Ideal as a monitor in IPM programs
?
Unique design prevents pests from

escaping

Call for a free sample pack:
800-544-8811
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